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The New Rules of Engagement
Get Your Message Across
Delicious Diversity
Schools = It's okay to be different
It's the Little Things

ONLINE LUNCH N LEARN
Conflict Resolution
Difficult Conversations
Neurodiversity at Work
What is Neurodiversity?

TRAINING INCLUDES

neurodivergent talent?

The New Rules of Engagement TM
Fantastic Feedback
Neurodiversity In Training Design
Handling conflict & difficult
conversations
Marvellous Meetings

Do you want to reduce your

VOICE WORK

Do you want to know how to
attract and retain

recruitment costs?
Do you want to give your
leaders the tools they need to

Voice Overs
Audio books
Radio
Podcasting

handle conflict & give great
feedback?

VIDEOS

Do you want to learn how to

Tips for working with

increase diversity in your teams?

If you said yes, book Sam!
Sample prices:
Online 1hr Lunch n Learn £270
Standard Keynote/Workshop £750
Bespoke Keynote/Workshop £2340
Standard Training Day £970

Contact Sam here:

Email: Sam@get-your-message-across.com
Mobile: +44 (0)7973 490150
Website: www.get-your-message-across.com

Neurodivergent employees
Communication Skills
Presentation Skills

HYBRID MEETINGS
Keynotes, Lunch n Learn and
Training can all be delivered
virtually, face to face or hybrid.

Has Sam helped others?
“Sam is really amazing at helping Individuals and Organisations understand how to use the incredible talents of those
with autism, particularly in the IT sector. She is a very relevant and enthusiastic speaker who will engage your
audiences and provide huge value to your organisation. ” - Yvonne Emery
Very authentic, vulnerable and powerful speaker! Amongst an ocean of speakers there is this gem, Sam
with her incredible depth and strength! It’s a pleasure to listen to Sam and to learn from her in the most
effortless way! She was amazing at our event recently and I highly recommend her! - Olga Geidane
I have just spent a most fun, insightful and thought provoking hour with Sam Warner – The Autistic
Interpreter. I first came across Sam at an EMCC UK webinar and immediately thought “here is someone I can
work with”. Sam generously gave me the benefit of her experience and knowledge as I explored key
questions such as:
· What is neurodiversity?
· What are the typical assumptions and stereotypes?
· How can I co-create a safe and creative thinking space for neurodiverse clients?
· How can I build closer relationships with neurodiverse friends & those with neurodiverse family members?
· Where can I continue to learn with people who are different to me?
She made it easy to understand, was extremely knowledgeable, generously shared her own experiences,
busted some classic myths, and gave me a wealth of useful resources to continue my learning. If you are
asking yourself similar questions, then I can thoroughly recommend Sam.
- Jaqueline Hill

Why should you listen to Sam?
Sam is Autistic, has ADHD, Dyslexia, Dyspraxia, Pathological Demand Avoidance and Sensory
Processing Differences. She started Get Your Message Across in 2008 after feeling frustrated at
the lack of reasonable adjustments accommodations and adaptations being offered at work and
the painful lack of knowledge about neurodiversity per say.
Sam has over 25+ years of experience in corporate, in multiple industries predominantly in IT in
various roles, and shares her lived experience and personal stories in her talks.
She developed the The New Rules of Engagement TM in answer to multiple teams asking for
help with communication difficulties, talent acquisition and retention.

Sam has spent 12 years in
Toastmasters International and
the Professional Speaking
Association honing her
professional speaking skills. She
regularly delivers public speaking
courses into local schools.

Contact Sam here:
Email: Sam@get-your-message-across.com
Mobile: +44 (0)7973 490150
Website: www.get-your-message-across.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/samwarner/

Sam Warner - The Autistic Interpreter

TEDx
TEDxMalvern Speaker 2021
TEDxTelford Curator 2018 & 2019
TEDx Speaker Coach

